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1. Introduction 

Cod have been and are tagged in large numbers by several mem
ber nations through the whole Convention Area from Long ISland in the 
South to Disko in the North. 

Great efforts have been made, partly with good results, with 
the tagging of haddock. Urged by Commission's recommendations countries 
are now attacking the far more difficult problem of tagging redfish, 
and quite recently the first promising taggings have been reported. 

Also a considerable number of flatfi.h, among them halibut, 
are being tagged. 

Experiments are carried out at sea and in aquaria to find the 
most suitable tags, i.e. tags which can easily and quickly be attached 
to the fish, do not damage the fish, are not too easily lost, and are 
easily recognizable once the tagged fish is recovered. 

With this last condltion We arrive at a phase of the tagging 
which perhaps has not received the attention due to it: the observing 
of the tagged fish and the reporting of the recaptures. And yet the 
results of the costly tagging experiments depend to a great extent upon 
th" observing of the tagged fish in the catches and the reporting of 
them. 

The Danish research report for 1955 (Annual Proc. Vol.6, 
ICNAF 1956) says, after mentioning the good system that Portugal has 
developed for the collection and reporting of data on recaptures, "It 
would be desirable if all nations •••••• could organize the important 
collection of tags and of data on recaptures in such a way that the 
full value of the tagging experiments can be achieved". 

All are aware of the fact that not all recaptures are repor
ted. In the busy hours of fishing, tagged fish may be overlooked or 

.. ' may not be sufficipntly taken care of to allow later reporting. A 
recapture lost in this way is not only a loss of an item of important 
information, it is, or may be, an item of false information. This 
latter especially applies as we do not know to what extent tags are 
overlooked or not reported, and as we have every reason to assume that 
the percentage overlooked cannot be the same for the various fisheries. 

The scope of the present paper Is to "hoW that large numbers 
of tags are overlooked and to a varying degree by the different fish
ing fleets, end further to try to find a conversion factor to use when 
recaptures by various fishing fleets are compiled. 

2. Numbers of ~ptures by the various fleets 

captures 
nations. 
compared 

The Danish research report for 1955 gives the number of re
in 3.95;' of Danish taGged cod in S,·.h:rea 1 by each of the 
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Cod, 1955 
Subarea 1 

Greenland 
Faroes 
F'rance 
Germany 
Iceland 
Norway 
Portugal 
Spain 

No.of Recaptures 
Reported 

271 

4 
4 
7 

United Kingdom 

16 
259 

1 
2 

Total 571 

- 2 -

Catch of Cod 
in Tons 

19,788 
35,982 
34 ,118 

7,248 
8,919 

42,974 
103,699 

7,451 
3.534 

263,713 

No.of Rep.Recaptures 
ner 1000 Tons Fished 

13.6 
0.2 
0.1 
0.6 
0.8 
0.4 
2.5 
0.1 
0.5 
2.2 

The variation in number of recaptures reported per 1000 
tons fished is exceedingly high. The Greenlanders reported 5 times 
as many as the Portuguese; and these latter 4-5 times as many as 
Iceland, Germany and United Kingdom; these again 8-5 times as many 
as France and Spain. 

Facinr, such great variation, the question arises: Can it 
be attributed solely to the fleets' varying degree of opportunity of 
catching tagged cod, to area fished, to method of fishing; or must we 
assume that part of the variation is due to a more or less attentive 
watch for tagged fish and to the degree of efficiency of the report
ing systems? 

To answer this question the distrihution of the fisheries 
of the different fishing fleets within the subarea will be considered 
in connection with the distribution of the tagging experiments and of 
tagged cod. 

A considerable part of the Danish taggings are carried out 
in coastal waters and fjords (in 1954.55 2,802 in coastal waters and 
3,485 On the banks). As coastal waters and fjords cover a s~aller 
area than the banks, the density of the tagged cod must be greater 
there where only the Greenlanders fish. This may well account - at 
any rate partly - for the high number of recaptures by the 
Greenlanders. 

The fisheries of the other countries are carried out on the 
banks or near the banks. Their landings from the various subdIvi
sions (also those of the Greenlanders) were as follows for 1955: 

Landings, 
round fresh lA III lC ID IE IF Total 
1955 h....1 1§..........1 :i:§ • ~ Ts. % T,. & T§. ~ I~Hlli 

Faroes 338 1 6,8olt 19 6,446 18 18,980 53 2,11'9 6 1,074 3 35,811 
France 9 9,162 27 6,912 20 17.586 52 1+47 1 34,116 
Germany 6,9olt 96 344 It 7,248 
Greenlanders 591 3 5.523 28 3,22517 4.061 21 2,773 14 3,6jl, 18 19,787 
Iceland 891 1,69519 1,605 18 4; 727 53 535 6 268 3 8,919 
Norway 1,990 5 10,34'1 24 9.479 22 12,1,88 29 7,830 18 840 2 42,974 
Portugal 36,161 34 19,888 19 47,636 46 103,685 
Spain 7 2,060 28 5,265 72 7,338 
U.K. 1.1'22 23 3,8rt3 7~ ~,olt2 
Total 3,037 1 69,699 26 49,615 19 11U,799 45 14,078 5 9,6 9 26 ,917 

It Sil0uld be noted that the landillGs of the Faroes and 
Iceland are not yet 'reported by subdivisil liS; they are separated 
here by tlS in! i-be percentn fe land lngs frL':'l the other countries 
(excluding T)"K. >J1th lanc!tngs from only ID and IF). For Norway 
only about half the londings 8,.e separated by subdivisions, the 
remainder is c1h;t'·'lbl":.ted ill thr:> ~:i":bl"" by applying the percentages 
of that part ',ihic:-l i!~ sec{,i"L;,"t;cd b:t subdiv:Lsions .. 
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It is apparent that by far the main part 
(90%) comes from Subdivisions B, C and D. The 
other three subdivisions, the northern A and the 
t\fO southel'n E and F, yield only respectively 1, 
5, and ~%. D yields 45% 01' almost twice as much 
as Band C, these latter respectively 26 and 19%. 

Fig.l shows for each nation its pel'cent
age landings by subdivisions in 1955. U.K. is 
outstanding from the other countries as far as it 
mainly (77'l» fishes the southern subdivision F, 
wher~ the other nations (apal't from the Gl'eenlan
del'S) hardly fish. In the northernmost suh<livi
sion, A, no important fishery is carried out by 
any of the nations. The Greenlanders' fishery 
is rathel' evenly distributed between B-F, and 
that of Norway between B-E. The other countries 
concentrate their fisheries in B, C and D; 
Portugal and Spain fished in 1955 only in these 
areas e 

The percentage landings of each 
c01mtry in B, C and D are as follows I 

Portugal 
Spain 
France 
Germany 
Iceland 

Faroes 100% 
100% 

99% 
96% 
90% 

NOl',18Y 
Greenlanders 
United Kingdom 

11A &5] 
1954 - lCO 

IE 
D N 

1953 - 887 512 
195'1 -400 431 '''~-,..;::, 
1955 -316 137 
--1&0311;"15 ~~:? 

~c D~: 
1953-2B 
1954 - 580 

[,50 1955 - 200 132 
993 132 

1ffl~;3-~ it~ ---
1954 ., £47 
1955 - 282 

- 1279 
1---------
;1E 1954 _ ;) 

50° 

85% 
75% 
66% 
23% 

of cod b;) sub:li'lisions in 1.9550 

0" 

l'ii).2 - Number'll of cod t.Eo.ggec1 in offshore' wa.ters of 
West Greenll<ud in 1953-55 by ~D and Borway ..... o 

... 0 ...... " .... /4. 
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The distribution of tagged cod in Subarea 1 is shown in Fig.2 
giving the numbers tagged in offshore waters in 1953-55 by Denmark and 
Norway, the tHO countries carrying out taggings in these years. Very 
few cod were tagged in the northern (A) and southern (E and F) subdi
visions. In the other three subdiviSions, the following numbers were 
tagged in 1953,-55: 2 

lB 
Ie 
JD 
Total 

No.Tagged per 1000 km. 
Denmark .!!J!~ Tot~l wi thin l~t Fms. 
1,603 557 2,1 0 

, 993 655 1,648 75 
1,279 1 ,2~9 71 
3,875 1,2121 ) 5,0 7 

The area within the 100 fathom contour is considered as the 
"cod" area. It appears from the figures that almost the same numbers 
were tagged per square unit in the three subdivisions. 

The numbers tagged over three years of course do not give the 
real density of tagged cod in 1955. The numbers for 1953 and 1954 
will have been reduced. The numbers tagged in 1955 - mostly in July -
will only have been tagged during around one-third of the fishing 
season, which extends in the main from May to October. In order to 
arrive at a better estimate of the number of tagged cod present in 
1955, the following table has been compiled; here the numbers tagged 
in 1953 and 1954 are reduced I<ith 30 and 15% to allow for mortalitY, 
those for 1955 with 33% as they were only there for the latter two
thirds of the fishing season: 

e 
469-030% • 328 
779-15% • 662 
401-33% ~ 

D 
350-30% 
647-15% 
682-33% 

- 245 
= 550 

B 
1,11'3-30% " 800 

632-15% = 537 
385-33% ,; 258 

1,595 
area 55 

1953 
1954 
1955 
Total 
No. per km. 2 of cod 

1,259 
57 

=~ 
55 

This calculation shows also a fairly uniform density of tag
ged cod in the three subdivisions B, e and D in the fishing season of 
1957. Thus there is good reason to assume that the fleets fishing in 
this area would have about the same possibility of taking tagged cod, 
wherever they fish. This the more so as cod undertake seasonal migra
tions covering all three subdivisions (cfr. Norwegian research report 
1954, Ann. Froc. Vo1.5). 

No. 
P.y 

1000 
ts. 
2 

1 

~R.p.p.' 1000151 
C--l'> % cukh 0/0 

J. -~"'-x_ ...... _ 100 -1",----. 
- 50 

'ir;: ~ 
,~'d ~ ~ ;; III ~ 
-oJ-o.e~q1~o 
o:.v"\li...t..O~I.l..-Z 

Fig.3 - No.of' Iiocapt.ures report.ed 
per 10CX) t.oms f lsr...ed cmpared wi th 
the ~t.ch in Sutdivi8ions D. G» D. 
of the fleet.'s .... hole cat.ch. 

United Kingdom takes only 23% of its 
landings from B, C end D where tagging 
II 0 i11.1y is carried out. The opportunity 
for its fleet to take tagged cod is there
fore on:y small. The small number of tag
ged cod per 1000 tso c.aught (OS) can be 
expla illed by this fact" The Greenlanders 
are, foT' reasonS already stated, not con
sidered in this respect. The other fish
ing flec.ts carry out, as already shown, 
their main fishery (75-100%) in B, e and 
D, and as the density of tagged cod can 
be assumed to "e the same within these 
three sll,bdlvisions, the,? should have much 
the same opportunit for capturing tagged 
cod. .. 

Howe·'.}'eI'~ the nwnber"s of re:.clptured t J.gged cod vary consider .. 
ably among the J.JJ;l}i:s" Fig .. 3 .? hl" 'oJ:: fo-r t\··:-:...:~ fleets the numbers 
reportod p,,-'r ~.(IOU t:, <, fiShed una til: only ~11ght variation of the 
percentage c,f tlwtr J..1.ndj ngs frolii B, C E.nd D" 
1) A cOl1~1.dl"!l'able T-,,~r'C -:f ~' \.;~ H("\r~<Te-[~~:'). '(aggings weT'e carried out in 

Holsteinsbor-g Ub'';:P a+- thr:: bCHlm t.:.-tween Band C; these numbers 
have here been divided between B ,nd e (on the map, F1go2 they 
are noted as tagged in B)~ .~&.o.~""./5~ 
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Portugal, with by far the highest number of recovery reports 

per 1000 ts. flsheci, has by far the largest landing from the region. 

The landings by the other countries are around one-third or less of the 

Portugese. It might therefore be assumed that their low numbers repor

ted are caused b!' their rather few vessels happening to fish in places 

where few tagged cod woald be present. This explanation is, however, 

hardly valid; all vessels would enueavour to fish in areBS where cod 

are abundant, i.e. in more or less the same parts of the regions. 

There are two exceptions, viz. the German and Icelandic fleets which 

in 1955 fished mainly for redfish: 

Landings in tons 

Germany 
Iceland 

~ 

'1,248 
8,919 

Redfish 

14,586 
17,983 

Redfish are mainly caught in the outer area of the banks and 

on the slopes, in areas where cod (and tagged cod) would be less abun

dant. In this fact may be found an explanation for the comparatively 

low reports of recoveries by these two countries compared with Portugal. 

Although there thus is some reason to assume that each of 

the fleets has not quite the same opportunity for catching tagged cod, 

the very great difference in numbers of reported recaptures per 1000 

tons fished (from 0.1 to 205, see Fig.3) makes it impossible to dis

regard the possibility that the difference is due to a different hand

ling of the fish caught, to a differing opportunity for reporting the 

numbers of tagged cod actually caught. 

If this be so, the numbers reported do not in their entirety 

give the full picture of the numbers of tagged cod actually caught. 

The following table shows how many recaptures could have been expected 

in 1955 from the Danish tagging experiments if all fleets (except the 

Greenlanders' and United Kingdom) had reported to the same degree 

(2.5 per 1000 ts. landed) as the Portuguese: 

Greenlanders 
Faroes 
France 
Germany 
Iceland 
Norway 
Portugal 
Spain 
U.K. 
Total 

Catch in B, C and D 
in 1000 tons 

13 

j~ 
~ 

32 
104 

7 
J 
239 

Numbers of Tagged Cod 
Actually Reported To Be Expected 

271 

4 
4 
7 

16 
259 

1 
2 

571 

2~ 
~ 
17 
20 
81 

259 
19 

2 
836 

The increase is from 571 to 836, or 46%. 

From the Danish 1954 taggingsa recapture of 10% was repor

ted for 1955. According to the above calculation the percentage 

should have been 15, meaning that a conVersion factor of 1.5 should 

be applied to the actual percentage recapture to bring it a step 

closer to reality. 

There is, however, hardly reason to assume that the Portu

guese reports of recaptures, although by fa. the highest of those of 

the foreign fleets, are based on a campIer" reporting of recaptures. 

The bie step from the Portuguese 2.5 per '000 tons to the Greenlan

del's' 13.6 ,"aken this rather doubtful, even considering the Green

landers' better opportunity for capturing tagged cod. 

A certain check Gn the Portu!}1!le figure can be obtained by 

comparing the numbers reported by the two different Portuguese fleets 

fishing in the subarea, the dory ve.sels and the trawlers • 
••• 0 •••• 11./6. 
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The following table shows, from lists published in IIJornal 
do Pescador", Lisbon, for the two fleets and for Subdivisions B, C 
and 0 the numbers of Danish and Norwegian tagged cod caught and 
reported in 19)), together with catches in 1000 tons and numbers 
reported per 1000 tons: 

Numbers of Tagged Cod Catch in Numbers Repo 
SubdiyisiQll ~ 

B Trawl 
Dory 
Total 

C Trawl 
Dory 
Total 

o Trawl 
Dory 
Total 

Trawl 
B, C and 0 Dory 

Total 

B~IlQrt~!l. 

3 
100 
103 

23 
69 
92 

45 
49 
94 

71 
218 
289 

1000 tgll§ I:!~l: lOQQ TQlls 

204 1025 
3307 2097 
36.1 2 085 

10,5 2.19 
9.4 7034 

19.9 4.60 

29.9 1.50 
17.7 2.78 
47.6 1.98 

42.8 1.66 
60.8 3.59 

103.6 2.79 

The final figure in this table, 2.79, is a little higher 
than that given in the preceding pages owing to the inclusion of the 
Norwegian tagged cod. 

Fig.4 shows the figures in graphic form. 
ber of reported recaptures per 1000 tons comes from 
vessels and trawlers. Band 0 yield about the same 

The highest 
C, both for 
numbers 0 

num
dory 

R 
1000 
ts. 

6 

4 

2. 

"Dory , , 
I \ , \ , \ , \ 

I ._. \ 
I .' .. , I' .• 

,"."1'1', +Do.".". \c 

~ 
Sul>d BCD 

SubcilV. 
8.C·D 

Tya.wl 
0:",:1 

Dol''y 

Fig.q - Numbers of recaFtur~8 re
ported per lQ(X) ton!'!. l£nded by 
Portuguese trawlers Rnd dory 
vessels in 1955 in the various 
Subdivisions B, C, and D (left), 
and in the three subdivisions 
together (right). 

For the three subdivisions 
separately and taken together there is a 
considerable difference in the number of 
recaotures reported by the two fleets, the 
dory vessels reporting about twice as many 
as the trawlers (3.59 against 1.66). This 
difference could be explained by one or 
more of the following causes: 

1. 

2. 

A tagged cod might be more easily 
caught compared to a non-tagged cod 
by hooks (dory) than by trawl. 
The dory fleets might fish in areas 
with a greater density of tagged fish 
than the trawlers. 
Tagged cod are more easily observed 
in dory than in trawl fishery. 

ad.l. The Danish and Norwegian tags are 
external tags, either plastic tags or 
Petersen disk tags, fastened to the gill 
cover. There is no reason to assume that 
a cod tagged in this way would be more 
easily caught by hoo~s than by trawls. 
Rather the opposite could be expected. 

ad.2. The distribution of the Portuguese 
dory and trawl fishery in 1955 1s shown by 
subdivisions in Fig.5. In that year 
Portugal fished only in B, C and D, the 
land1ngs from Band D being considerably 
larger than those from C (see also table 
p. 6>. There WaS a great difference in 

.......... ,,17. 
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FigG6 - Localities where cod were 
taaed by De_ and No""",, 1953-55. 

Fig ... 7 - Portugal ~ 1955. r.um"be,l"~ of 
reca}ltured cod re.:1ori;,,,,d from fr ...... lers 
and from Dory Vessels (italics) 
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the dlstrlbution of the two fisheries. Trawl fishinc was only very small in B (2-3000 tons), where. however, the largest dory fishery (3~,000 tons) occurs. In C the two fisheries were of almost the same size (9-10,000 tons)., In D trawl fishery predominated (30,000 tons against 18,000). 

There remains the possibility that within the subdivision, one of the fisheries is restncted to certain grounds and that these may happen to have a comparatively great density of tagged cod. Trawl fishery w111 be restricted to areas with a rather even bottom. Dory fishing will not be to that degree dependent on the nature of the bottom. The main part -if not all - of the cod used for tagging Bre caught on hooks; it might therefore be expected that the taggings were mainly carried out in places where hook (dory) fishing is prevalent. In the present case this hardly applies as most of the taggings, 3,875 out of 5,087, are carried out from "Dana tI during 1 ts researches which are distributed evenly over the fishing area. The map, Fig.6. shows the Norwegian and Danish tagging localities, 1953-55; they are fairly equally spread oVer the fishing area of B, C and D. 

No information is publIshed of the distribution of the Portuguese fishery within each of the subdivisions. However, the tagging recaptures are reported by -fishing grounds, and by using them a more detailed pictllre can be obtained, The map, Fig,7, shows for 195'5 the number of recaptures reported for each of the fishing grounds, For IB, the tagging reports reveal the same as the landings, that the fishery here is almost exclusively by dories. In the northern and central part of IC the fishery is also almost exclusively by dories. In the souther part, Banana Bank, however, trawl fishery is absolutely predominant. In lD both fisheries are of importance on Fylla Bank, dory fishing beine, howe,rer, mo~t used~ In t,he southern part of ID trawl fishery alone is carried out, 1.e, judging from tagging recoveries. 

Thlls - apart from Fyllas Bank -the areas of the two fisheries are rather well separated from one another~ However considering that the density of tagged cod can be regarded a~ fairly equal, we may ",ell be jllstiftecl in assuming that both fleets would h ... 'e about the same possibility to catch -egged cod. This leaves us thE> i:htrd (:..~; .. >3 to cons lder" 

ad,3. Arc.;agged cod more easily observed by dory f '_"hing than by trawl fiShing? On hoarct the Tessels the handling of dorycaught and trawl,·-caught cod (cleaning, 
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sorting, salting) is about t.he same; but in addition to this, each 
dory-caught cod Ims been handled individually once, when hauled into 
the dory and taken off the hook, and almost individually when forked 
from the dory to the decl' of the vessel. There can be hardly any 
doubt that the opporttmi ty for observing tagged cod is greater and 
better in dory fishery theon in trawl fishery. We are therefore 
forced to admit the posslbllity or even probability of a large num
ber - a bout one-half - of the recoveries being lost in the tr81,l 
fishery. In cases where internal marks are used, this, of course, 
does not apply; internal marks are much in use in Subarea 3. 

Finally it might, however, be argued that only one year, 
only 289 recoveries, are considered, and that it might be just chance 
that has caused the difference between the two fleets. However, the 
fact that the difference exists not only in the total, but also for 
each of the three subdivisions (see Fig.4), speaks against mere 
chance as an explanation. 

The Portuguese dories report 3.59 recaptures per 1000 tons 
fished, the trawlers only 1.66. Assuming that the above reasoning 
is just, this means that around half of the actual recoveries of 
tagged cod are overlooked in the trawl fishery, not only the Portu
guese, but trawl fishery on the whole. To make trawl recaptures com
parable to dory (hook) recaptures, a conversion factor of 2.0 has to 
be applied. When applying the factor 2.0 on all trawl-caught cod, 
we get the following table of recaptures, 1955: 

Number of llanbh Tagged Cod . Tot. "'-1. B,ecaEt.ures from Trawl Recapt6 Total 

Acbuelly ~ected From Lond. Loond. Exp. from corrected from C&l.culat.ed 
Re-parted Portuguese nee. 1000 1000 Portuguese by using other Recaptures 

, Io!! 1222 ~ (Table ]205) T .... TODS ree·1i C.F. 2.0 Fishcriea 

G:reen4nders 271 271 20 0 0 o. 271 271 
hro •• 7 83 36 18 _2 8_ _1 125 
F"""'. - 8_ 3- 3- 8_ 168 0 168 
Gennany - 17 7 7 '17 3- 0 3-
Iceland 7 20 9 9 20 _0 0 _0 
Norway 16 81 -3 - 8 16 73 89 
Portugal 259 259 10_ -3 107 21_ 152 366 
S""in 1 19 7 7 19 38 0 38 
U.~. ,2 2 - - 2 -

0 • 
TotoJ. 571 836 26. 126 299 598 537 1,135 

The final figure means that whereas in 1955 571 tagging 
recaptures were reported, this figure should have been 1,135, provi
ded that the sarno reported numbers per 1000 tons catch as the 
Portugup.se was applied for the other countries (apart from Green
landers and United Kingdo~ and that a conversion factor of 2.0 
was applied on trawl recaptureso 

The so adjusted figure is twice that actually reported. 
This means f.i. that the Danish figure for the recapture in 1954/55 
of cod tagged in 19~' of ca. 10% should be ~ 

It may well be argued that some of the factors influencing 
the number of recaptures have not been correctly judged, and that 
possibly others have been disregarded; this especially is possible 
where detailed distdbution of the various fts!teries and density of 
tagged cod are concerned. It can however, h~,rdly be doubted that the 
percentage repr.<t'~ed of act 1lally captured ta.;ged cod varies greatly 
from fleet l~U f] eeto 

The llCl.'T0: Ut'ri·leJ ili; here llU) Jerve as a warning that tag-
ging rnsult9 when. uchieved throuer1 a compilation or a comparison. of --
recoveries by different fiahing fleets can be highly misleading, part--
11' due to the vv,rYlll,: possibUHy or ubserving tagged fish in the 
various fishing fleets, pux'tly fl'om a more or less efficient report
ing system. The remedies can be: more conspicuous, eye"catching tags, 
increased propaganda (information and rewards) for the crews and 
fiacilitating of the reporting along tITs line from fishermen lo research 
nst1tutions. 
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